"test" problems to see how the results compare with the known solution (if available) or those from previously validated numerical approaches.
The second, referred to as the "inside-out" approach, consists of running various tests of the uniformity of the new likelihood-restricted prior samples produced by the proposed solution before incorporating the new code into a pre-existing nested sampling algorithm "machine".
The outside-in approach has the obvious fundamental difficulty of any indirect method. If the results obtained on test problems are not in accord with either exact or validated numerical results, the question arises as to the defect in the new method; the performance of the new LRPS method is only seen through the lens of a selected problem suite.
In pursuing the inside-out approach, the issue of testing the uniformity of a set of points in 2-space, 3-space and higher dimensions presents itself.
EQUIDISTRIBUTION TESTING
There is a brute-force solution to the prior sampling problem which is simple but eventually ineffective, and that is the "sample-and-select" method. (Note that uniform sampling must take place in the first instance within the unit hypercube; any uniform prior distributions not on the unit interval, or non-uniform priors, are accommodated by appropriate transformations.) One could consider repeated sampling uniformly within the unit hypercube of appropriate dimension; simply draw a separate [0,1] pseudo-random real number for each coordinate axis, and test the likelihood of the resulting (possibly transformed) point. If the likelihood is higher than the current likelihood threshold, accept the new walker; otherwise, draw another sample uniformly from the unit hypercube. As Skilling [7, p.149] has pointed out, in many real problems the volume of the likelihood-restricted region can eventually become many orders of magnitude smaller than that of the unrestricted parameter space -the unit hypercube -and sample-and-select therefore becomes completely impractical.
The particular-if not unique-requirement to sample uniformly, but within the current likelihood-restricted region, means that all realistic methods make use of the fact that-at any stage of the nested sampling algorithmone has a current walker set which, if the LRPS method being used is valid, is a set of uniform samples from within the current likelihood-restricted region. The LRPS method makes some use of these existing walkers to generate a new walker whose position is statistically independent of those current walkers. In general this will require some from of compounded randomisation, but this process must be such that the new walker has a position which has no detectable memory-is effectively independent of-the current walkers. The inside-out approach to testing the uniformity of the distribution of new walkers must therefore be able to take a sample of new walkers within a given likelihood-restricted region and assess their uniformity within the region.
The uniformity testing approach we will use is essentially an equidistribution test, which assesses the uniformity of a test dataset of new walker positions by comparing it with a reference dataset of new walkers positions produced using a validated pseudo-random generator with a straightforward sample-and-select approach.
AoI-BASED EQUIDISTRIBUTION TESTING
AoI-based equidistribution testing is based on the standard probability plot, in which the distributions of two samples are compared by plotting their empirical CDFs one against the other. If the two distributions are identical in shape, scale, and location, the plotted points fall on the diagonal line y = x. The curve of the plotted points relative to the diagonal can be interpreted in terms of differences in location and/or dispersion of the two datasets. In an effort to obtain a quantitative measure of the departure from the diagonal, leading to a statistical test for equidistribution, the behaviour of the enclosed area between the CDF-CDF curve and the diagonal (using equal samples sizes) has been studied under various conditions of equidistribution and near-equidistribution.
It has been found via extensive randomisation testing that by suitably scaling this area-referred to as the Area of Interest (AoI)-its distribution under the Null Hypothesis that the two samples are equidistributed is independent of the common sample size. We refer to this distribution as the Null AoI distribution, from which p-values are calculated. A fuller account of the development and testing of this AoI-based Randomisation Equidistribution (AoIRE) test will be reported in the first author's PhD thesis (in progress). The presentation of the results of an AoIRE test-and a two-dimensional extension of it-will be explained below when applied to the equidistribution testing of new walkers generated by two LRPS methods.
TEST PROBLEMS
To demonstrate the operation of the two LRPS methods we discuss we use three different likelihoods, two of them in two dimensions (2D) and one in 3D. The 2D likelihoods are derived from the Lighthouse Problem, [2] and a likelihood used by Phil Gregory in a demonstration of the Metropolis MCMC algorithm, [3] 
LIGHTHOUSE PROBLEM (2D)
Gull gives the Lighthouse Problem as follows [2] :
A lighthouse is somewhere off a piece of straight coastline at position x0 along the coast and a distance y out to sea. It emits a series of short, highly collimated flashes at random intervals and hence at random azimuths. These pulses are intercepted on the coast by photo-detectors that record only the fact that a flash has occurred, but not the azimuth from which it came. N flashes have so far been recorded at positions {xi i=1,N}. Where is the lighthouse? Using the data from [7] the log likelihood function over the {-2,2}*{0,2} domain is as shown in Figure 1 . The lighthouse problem likelihood is analytically inconvenient; the geometry of the problem means that the likelihood is an irreducible product of Cauchy PDFs, each having no well-defined raw moments. Figure 2 shows the PDF of Gregory's bivariate Gaussian mixture in the {-4,8}*{-4,8} domain. 
BIVARIATE GAUSSIAN MIXTURE (2D)

TRIVARIATE GAUSSIAN MIXTURE (3D)
For the purposes of testing LRPS methods in 3D, we will need a 3D likelihood function. The simplest would be, again, a mixture of Gaussians, but this time of 3D distributions. We use a 3:2 mixture of two 3D Gaussian distributions. Figure 3 shows the likelihood-restricted regions for the trivariate Gaussian mixture for log likelihood thresholds of -10 and -4. 
THE NELDER-MEAD ALGORITHM (NMA)-BASED LRPS METHOD.
NMA BACKGROUND
The Nelder-Mead numerical optimisation algorithm [11] is a robust and deceptively simple direct search method, and in its original, elaborated, and hybrid forms has been widely studied and applied in applied mathematics and engineering optimisation since its introduction; see for example [12] - [19] and the references therein. It is a variant of a simplex-based method proposed by Spendly et al. [18] .
In 1998, Lagarias et al. [14] said: "Despite its widespread use, essentially no theoretical results have been proved explicitly for the Nelder-Mead algorithm. This paper presents convergence properties of the Nelder-Mead algorithm applied to strictly convex functions in dimensions 1 and 2."
Fourteen years later, Lagarias et al. [16] said: "Despite the method's widespread use, theoretical results have been limited: for strictly convex objective functions of one variable with bounded level sets, the algorithm always converges to the minimizer; for such functions of two variables, the diameter of the simplex converges to zero but examples constructed by [19] show that the algorithm may converge to a nonminimizing point."
The description given by Lagarias et al. [14] of the basic Nelder-Mead (NM) algorithm, sometimes referred to as the "amoeba" or simplex algorithm (not to be confused with Dantzig's linear programming simplex algorithm [21] [22]), is clear and concise: "Each iteration of the NM method begins with a nondegenerate simplex (a geometric figure in n dimensions of nonzero volume that is the convex hull of n+1 vertices), defined by its vertices and the associated values of f. One or more trial points are computed, along with their function values, and the iteration produces a new (different) simplex such that the function values at its vertices typically satisfy a descent condition compared to the previous simplex."
The simplex can be thought of as walking around in the problem parameter space using a set of allowed "moves"; these are termed Reflection, Extension, Outside Contraction, Inside Contraction, and Shrink.
The motivation for basing an LRPS method on the Nelder-Mead algorithm arises from several considerations. The NM algorithm is a direct search method, i.e., it does not require the calculation of gradients. Experience with the Nelder-Mead algorithm in many applications has shown that it can be effective in dimensions in the range 15-30, and it can locate extrema that are close to the boundaries of constraint regions.
In our application, the algorithm is not required to locate an extremum, but to "crawl" around the parameter space in an undirected fashion, so that successive locations of the vertices of the simplex are increasingly independent of the position of the initial simplex.
Our implementation of the NM algorithm as an LRPS method is simple, in the spirit of the original algorithm. The objective function takes the values 1 inside and 2 outside the likelihood-restricted region, and the allowed three moves are Reflection, Expansion, and Adaptive Shrink. The vertices of the initial simplex-having n + 1 vertices in an n-dimensional problem-are chosen at random from the set of current walkers. Through a series of Reflections, Expansion, and adaptive Shrinkages, the simplex evolves or crawls around in the parameter space but is confined to the likelihood-restricted region and the problem domain. After several moves, the position of the latest new vertex is taken as the position of the new walker. Figure 4 shows, on the left, the lighthouse log likelihood contour for a value of -180, with 100 current walkers, randomly positioned with the likelihood-restricted region. These current walkers are themselves a sample from a larger dataset of 1000 reference walkers, randomly sampled from within the likelihood-restricted region via the sample-and-select method, using a validated sampling procedure. To generate a new walker, three of the current walkers are chosen at random (red) to form the initial simplex (a triangle in 2D), and the Nelder-Mead simplex is evolved through 21 moves, generating 20 successive simplices, shown on the right. The new walker is represented by the green dot.
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PERFORMANCE of NMA-BASED LRPS METHOD -LIGHTHOUSE PROBLEM
FIGURE 4.
The distribution of 100 current walkers within the likelihood-restricted region (left), and 21 simplices constructed during the progress of the algorithm, coloured cyclically (right). Figure 5 shows, on the left, the positions of 1000 new walkers generated by this LRPS procedure. On the right is a plot of the AoIRE p-values obtained by comparing the distribution of the new walker in dataset nmaGeneratedPoints, with those of the walkers in a dataset referenceWalkers. For a set of θ values from 0 to π as shown, the 2D coordinates of both the new walkers and the reference walkers are projected onto the line y = tan(θ) x. The distributions of the distances from the origin of the two sets of projections are compared using the AoI from a probability plot. The corresponding p-value is then calculated from the Null AoI distribution. The projections of two sets of uniformly equidistributed points will be equidistributed for all projection orientations, and the plot of the p-values will be consistently above the critical value of 0.05 (red line in Figure 5 , right). In this case the p-value is 0.4771 at θ = π /2 (gray line); the projections onto the y-axis and all other projections pass the AoIRE test. Taken together, the p-values for the full range of projections suggest that the new walkers and the reference walkers are equidistributed, implying that the new walkers are uniformly distributed within the likelihood-restricted region for log likelihood = -180. We will refer to this test as the AoIRE-on-projections test. The AoIRE test can also be used to test the equidistribution of the new and reference walkers by comparing the distributions of the nearest neighbour distances (NNDs) calculated from the two datasets. The theory of the 
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distribution of the NNDs of a set of points uniformly distributed in an unbounded plane is discussed, for example, in [31] . In the context of LRPS testing, the distributions of sets of points uniformly distributed in a likelihood-restricted region-even when generated by a validated sampling method-do not conform to the theoretical distribution because of edge effects. The NND distributions of two datasets that are both uniform within a likelihood-restricted region, i.e., that are equidistributed, will in principle be equal. Figure 6 shows, on the left, the probability plot of the NNDs from the reference walkers versus the NNDs from the new walkers, and on the right the position of the AoI from the probability plot relative to the Null AoI distribution. The p-value in this case in statistically non-significant (0.2042 > 0.05); the two sets of NNDs pass this AoIRE-on-NNDs test of equidistribution. 
PERFORMANCE OF THE NMA-MODIFIED FOR LRPS -BIVARIATE and TRIVARIATE GAUSSIAN MIXTURES
If the likelihood threshold is set to 0.030 for Gregory's bivariate Gaussian mixture, the likelihood boundary and 100 current walkers, constructed as described above for the lighthouse problem, are shown in Figure 7 (left). Figure 7 (right) shows the result of an AoIRE-on-projections test on a set of new walkers, each generated from an initial simplex chosen from the current walkers in Figure 7 (left). In many cases, the initial simplex is not confined to one or other of the two sub-regions of the likelihood-restricted region, and although the logic within the modified Nelder-Mead algorithm dose not permit stepping outside the likelihood-restricted region, the Adaptive Shrinkage move produces many new walkers near the sub-region boundaries, Figure 7 (centre). Not surprisingly, the AoIRE test fails at all projection orientations.
The obvious remedy for this problem is clustering of the current walker set. Using agglomerative hierarchical clustering with Euclidean distances, we have found that ensuring that the vertices of initial simplices all belong to one cluster allows the Nelder-Mead-based LRPS method to give satisfactory uniformity of new walkers within the complete likelihood-restricted region.
Testing the Nelder-Mead-based LRPS method using various likelihood threshold values with the 3D Gaussian mixture shown in Figure 4 has yielded good results, as measured by both AoIRE-on-projections tests for each of the x-y, x-y, and y-z marginal distributions, and the AoIRE-on-NNDs test on the new walker and reference walker datasets. Since the NNDs for 3D and higher dimensional sets of walkers are straightforward to calculate, this latter test can be applied to such walker sets as easily as to new walkers in 2D, whereas the extension to higher dimensions of the concept of projected coordinates would seem to present increasing computational difficulties, since the number of different marginals for a dataset of n dimensions is n(n-1)/2.
THE CKKSZ LRPS METHOD.
The second Likelihood-Restricted Prior Sample method that has been investigated is based on a paper due to Collins et al. [23] . In our version of the Collins-Koush-Kulik-Szarek-Zyczkowski (CKKSZ) algorithm, the process starts with a single walker chosen at random from the current walker set. A line is constructed through the chosen walker, extending sufficiently far in both directions that the end points are outside the likelihood-restricted region. A process of repeated uniform random sampling on the line, and adaptive shortening where the sample point is outside the likelihood-restricted region, eventually yields a new point on the line inside the likelihood-restricted region. In a first-order version of CKKSZ, this point can be taken as the position of the new walker. Testing has shown that the uniformity of the new walkers obtained with the CKKSZ method is improved if the process is iterated of the order of 5 to 10 times. This iterated CKKSZ LRPS method is similar to a Monte Carlo random walk, with step lengths controlled only by the requirement not to step outside the likelihood-restricted region. Figure 8 shows an initial line through the chosen walker (green) with endpoints 1 and 2. A random sample on the 1-2 interval gave point 3, outside the likelihood-restricted region. A second random sample from the 1-3 interval gave point 4, again outside the likelihood-restricted region. Point 5 (red), sampled from the 1-4 interval, falls inside the likelihood-restricted region and is accepted. 
PERFORMANCE OF THE NMA-MODIFIED FOR LRPS -BIVARIATE and TRIVARIATE GAUSSIAN MIXTUREs
Testing with all the likelihood-restricted regions discussed above has yielded uniformly distributed new walkers with the Nelder-Mead-based and the CKKSZ LRPS methods, according to both the AoIRE-on-projections and AoIRE-on-NNDs. Non-convex regions can be accommodated in both methods by a combination of clustering and an adequate number of iterations.
CONCLUSION.
The CKKSZ method and the Nelder-Mead-based method-when combined with clustering of the current walkers before sampling for the initial simplex-appear to be able to provide uniformly distributed new walkers within likelihood-restricted regions arising from unimodal and bimodal likelihoods in 2D. Since it is known that the original Nelder-Mead algorithm can be applied to problems with up to 20 parameters, and the original CKSSZ algorithm is intended for general nD, it seems reasonable to expect that these new LRPS methods will be effective for nested sampling in low to medium dimensional problems.
The Nelder-Mead-based method auto-scales to the "size" of the likelihood-restricted region as nested sampling progresses, while the length of the first line through the chosen walker in the CKKSZ method can be easily updated as the likelihood-restricted region is compressed, by, for example, relating it to the diagonal of the bounding box of the current walker set. Neither method requires the gradient of the likelihood.
The AoIRE equidistribution appears to be a useful way to assess the uniformity of sets of points within irregularly shaped and even non-contiguous regions.
The effectiveness of these two methods for generating new walkers inside a nested sampling algorithm code, and further applications of the AoIRE test, will be reported elsewhere.
